
Script:

Dyslexia by definition is a learning disorder 
Characterized by difficulty reading.

That means it cause blurring of words switching of letter and overall reading anxiety. Words can feel alive 
and change on their own then the next thing that happens is the kid might give up… Reading

(Peach color beach sounds)

One kid decided not to give up and rise above the challenge. Decided to take ALL the letters and make 
them into something even HE could read.

(Dyslexie shows up under waves)

This font type was created by Christian Boer in 2008 for his Graphic Design grad school project. 

That one kid to rise above the rest was none other than the man you saw before and he was born with 
dyslexia.

(Blur Fade in/ scale change from above)

"The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog" is an English-language pangram—a sentence that contains 
all of the letters of the alphabet.

When a person with dyslexia might try and read this, the phrase might not make sense as most fonts don’t 
have enough kerning to keep each letter from feeling cramped. Also the letters of “A, C… B, D…T, F” often 
get confused and switched around. Turning the Quick Brown Fox… into… fhe qvlck dromn tox… 

Christopher Boer realized that solid shapes in 3D were very easy to distinguish. So what he decided was 
that he would use that experience and manipulate text in a 3D space to transfer over into a 2D font.

Here is another example of how people with dyslexia have difficulty reading certain colors of text.

The same issues occur even if a font has its merits in legibility. The color of the text still makes for a hard to 
read. So with more research Christian Boer found that a dark blue font on a cream background made it 
easier for people with dyslexia to read on. 

Here is the font broken down into its more professional context.

(Using the website to describe the font in its technical sense)

1. Heavy bottom
The center of gravity is placed at the bottom, avoiding turning letters upside down, while adding a clear 
base line. 

2. Inclined letters
Let's face it, who doesn't confuse ''b" with "d"? Letters that look alike are placed slightly inclined, which 
makes them easier to distinguish.

3. Enlarged openings

The openings of the Dyslexie font letters are enlarged. This way letters look less alike and will be easily 



The openings of the Dyslexie font letters are enlarged. This way letters look less alike and will be easily 
recognized by their shape.

4. Other shapes
The shapes of the letters that look alike are adjusted subtly, which decreases the chance of switching and 
mirroring them.

5. Longer sticks
Some Dyslexie font letters have longer sticks, which helps to decrease switching letters while reading.

6. Capital letters and punctuation
Punctuation marks and capital letters are bold, emphasizing the breaks, endings and beginnings of phrases.

7. Various heights
Letters that look alike are differentiated by several heights. This way each Dyslexie font letter is an unique 
character, avoiding letter swaps.

8. Higher x-height
The height of the letters is increased, whereas the width isn’t. This adds 'air' to the Dyslexie font letters, 
making them easier to distinguish.

9. Better spacing
The distance between individual letters and words is enlarged, which makes reading more convenient and 
avoids the crowding effect.

____________________________________________________________________________________

This font on its own has received a few awards to represent how much it has benefited its community and 
the world.

(List of Accolades from website)

Awards
2011 Smart Future Minds Awards
First price - Amsterdam NL

2013 Design To Improve Life Awards
Finalist - Kopenhagen DK

2013 FastCompany Innovation by Design Awards
Finalist, New York US

2013 Rabobank New Generation Pitch Awards



2013 Rabobank New Generation Pitch Awards
First price, Utrecht NL


